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What makes good content?

Good content:

● Demonstrate trustworthiness
● Answer a common question(s) of

readers
● Feels like a conversation
● Add unique perspective not just

summarizing what the top
ranking articles are saying

● Help readers to pull out the
important information as quickly
as possible

● Extremely actionable for the
readers

Low-quality content:

● Contains a lot of fluff
● Shares no real examples
● Generic introduction
● Uses difficult and complex words
● Uses too lengthy sentences to read
● Is difficult to scan
● Doesn’t support stats or any other

statistics
● Poor content readability
● Lacks actionability

01. Writing Introduction
The introduction should tell the readers about the purpose of the
article/webpage and what benefits/information users will get after reading the
article.
Two types of introduction to use:

A. Introduction for top of the funnel articles
Think of the introduction as a quick way of informing ‘who is this article for’ and
‘why they should read this.’

● Write a short and concise blog introduction under 80-100 words max.
● Don’t add unnecessary statistics (add only if it makes sense), stories, &

fluff in the introduction.
Here are three examples:



B. Introduction for bottom of the funnel keywords
BOFU pages are more likely to generate leads and conversions for clients. So,
writing the same generic introduction doesn’t make sense.
So, your goal should be aligning business offerings and blog topics and
connecting them with social proof or past results (numbers from case studies).
Below, I have added some examples of blog introduction that builds
trustworthiness and integrate social proof for business offerings👇

(Article topic: daily standup meetings)



(Article topic: Java course syllabus)

(Article topic: Digital marketing for co-working spaces)

(Article topic: Dropshipping niches)



Each of the above introductions gives you a sense of why I should trust this
information and also it mentions the business offerings in a meaningful way.

02. Aim for Low Time to Value
One of the ways to provide excellent content experience to readers is by
reducing the time-to-value.
It is time a user takes to find the desired outcome (answer, solution, benefit)
from the article/page.

Here’s what it means to follow the low-time-to-value approach or
Inverted pyramid style:

WHAT TO LEARN: Follow the top-to-bottom hierarchy, saving less important
information for last. The same approach can be followed for writing
introductions (when relevant).

Here are some examples👇
Recommended:



WHAT TO LEARN: The above content example answers the question in the first
paragraph.

Recommended:

WHAT TO LEARN: Some sections or headings may not have a direct yes/no
answer— so you might need to answer other factors. The above screenshot is a
good example of this scenario where the first sentence answers the question
and later explains other factors.



Not recommended:

WHAT TO LEARN: The time-to-value for the above heading is low as it doesn’t
answer the question in the beginning section.

03. No room for sharing opinions unless it is asked for
Readers want information that is trustworthy and credible.
Don’t write your opinion. Want to justify a point? Add statistics, data, and
research points to justify your claims.

Example:
Not recommended: I think X is the most important skill needed to become a
data science engineer.
Recommended: X is one of the top three skills to become a data science
engineer, as per McKinsey’s survey on 1000+ employers.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nsv0x_irvAlb033NCKm3qxRygKzsvA_uMJLK2ffDm6g/edit#


Another example:
Not recommended: Data science is one of the most in-demand jobs in the
technology field.
Recommended: Data science is one of the most in-demand jobs in the
technology field.
In fact, there are 183k+ US-based data science jobs available on LinkedIn.

(This screenshot validates the claim made by the writer)

04. Add external references (important)
“Link, link, and link to relevant information. If you mention a summer reading
program, link to it. If you mention a faculty member, link to their bio page.
Don’t make people search for something that you mention if it already has a
page.” – Duke University libraries.

Example of descriptive anchor text:
● Not recommended: Read this to learn the benefits of cloud computing
● Recommended: Check out this guide and learn the benefits of cloud

computing
● Recommended: For any technical article, it is recommended to cite

research papers from Google Scholar and cite them in the content.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i7ppw5zST483wEuxRxvxzbfrxDOwHYy_TOv8_5TBCy4/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cmz9psYLy16_V0qrsElrBsBa--F-ElqlmyPuXGq2ZkU/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cmz9psYLy16_V0qrsElrBsBa--F-ElqlmyPuXGq2ZkU/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cmz9psYLy16_V0qrsElrBsBa--F-ElqlmyPuXGq2ZkU/edit#


04. Write easy-to-digest content

1. Every sentence should add value/ something unique to the article
● Use simple words
● Try to limit using words that people don’t use in their daily life

Example:

(Image from MarketingExamples)

2. Don’t write longer sentences unnecessarily
Here’s an example:
Not recommended: We can automate the task so that by using it, the time of the
users is also saved.
Recommended: We can automate the task to save users’ time.

3. To-the-point content is highly suggested

4. Limit paragraphs to 3 lines max



05. Writing definition or answering quick questions
While answering the definition (e.g. what is [term], definition of [term], etc. ), the
first paragraph (Under 2-3 lines) should be only about the definition.
This is helpful to win the featured snippet in Google. No need to add any
examples or other details here.
Want some good examples?
Read definitions from Wikipedia. The first paragraph answers the definition in a
certain format.
You will see a common structure for writing definitions such as:
Q. What is [term]?
A. The [term] is ______

Example:

Another one:



06. Break chunks of information into pieces
Always use sub-headings (H3) or bullets to make the content easy to read and
easy to scan.

● Use sub-headings and H3 to make the content more readable.
● Don’t expect the reader to read an article line by line. This is why our goal

should be to make the information as easy to digest as possible.

07. Improve credibility
Try to add at least one statistic within the content where it makes sense. Make
sure that the source of the statistics is authoritative and credible.
Use Google Scholar to link to related studies, and mention other study papers or
researches that improve the content quality and information accuracy.
Always research through Google Scholar articles to find additional information
that top-ranking pages haven’t covered well.



10. Readability test
To measure the readability of the content, use this tool: Hemingway Editor

And see where you can improve the content, use simple words, break long
sentences, etc.
Consider:

● Maintaining a grade level of 9 or fewer
● Use short sentences
● Max 3 lines per paragraph
● Use bulleted points wherever possible
● Use simple words that we use in daily life. Avoid using jargons and difficult

words in your content

11. Product-led approach (not applicable to websites that do
not have any product)
What it means:
“Content where the product is woven into the narrative to illustrate a point, solve
a problem, and/or help accomplish a goal.” – Dr Fio Dossetto.

Here’s an example from Shopify:
Shopify published an article about “How to Start Dropshipping in India.”
Users’ goal: To learn the benefits of dropshipping and its process.

https://hemingwayapp.com/


Here, Shopify didn’t just share the process to start dropshipping.
Instead, they have turned their product (eCommerce platform) into a solution to
teach about the dropshipping process.

Another example from Notion:
Notion publishes a lot of helpful articles for startups.
One of them is about “How to improve knowledge sharing within your startup",
where they have presented Notion as a solution by adding:

● Product screenshots
● GIFs
● Product features, etc.

This is what it looks like:

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F161cb67f-ca50-422e-84b8-6d261288ea35_960x540.png


The goal here should be to turn your product/service into an important part of
the content.

💡MUST-READ GUIDE for writers to understand the product-led content
approach: Product-Led Content: What It Is & Why You Should Use It

13. Content research (important)
In many cases, you won’t have deep expertise on the blog topics.
So, you need to perform research to write the content and find more information
about the topic.
Generally, writers type the same topic on Google and see what other websites
have already written. Then the writer just summarizes what others are saying.

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F04dac312-ef3f-48a5-a962-b924e1fa7086_802x719.png
https://contentfolks.com/product-led-content/


This is not recommended at all, why?
This makes the content generic and has no differentiation.

Instead, search on niche communities, and social media platforms where
individuals share insights on the topic without thinking about SEO.
For example:

● Hashnode
● Reddit
● Quora
● IndieHackers (your topic + site:IndieHackers.com)
● Substack newsletters from experts (your topic + site:substack.com

inurl:/p/)
Example:

● Linkedin posts by experts (search with the keywords)
● Twitter posts (search with the keywords)
● Recommended: YouTube video interview of an expert on the topic (get

transcription and get a summary from ChatGPT to save time)
● And so on…

Another tip to get unique insights for your content research is by looking at PDF
documents on the topic.
For example, searching Google: Your topic + filetype:pdf

This will show all available PDFs on your searched topic.



The idea is to get unique research points to get content ideas. This way, your
answer will be unique and insightful.

Action Items:

Diversify Research Sources:
● Explore niche communities, social media platforms, and industry forums.
● Examples: Hashnode, Reddit, Quora, IndieHackers (use "your topic +

site:IndieHackers.com")

Tap into Expert Networks:
● Use LinkedIn and Twitter to find posts and discussions by industry

experts.
● Search with relevant keywords for valuable insights.

Subscribe to Newsletters:
● Use Substack newsletters using advanced search: "your topic +

site:substack.com inurl:/p/" — to get expert insights

Explore Multimedia Content:
● Watch YouTube video interviews with experts.
● Utilize ChatGPT to summarize key points from video transcriptions.

👉 Use NoteGPT or alternatives to get YouTube video summary and use this as a
content research source.

https://notegpt.io/youtube-video-summarizer


(summarized using YouTube Video Summarizer with AI)

PDF Document Search:
● Conduct targeted searches for PDF documents: "your topic + filetype:pdf"

Avoid Generic Summaries:
● Discourage generic content creation based on existing articles.

https://notegpt.io/youtube-video-summarizer


● Aim for uniqueness by gathering insights from diverse sources.

Quality over Quantity:
● Prioritize quality research over quantity.
● Thoroughly understand and synthesize information for valuable content.

Document Research Process:
● Establish a systematic process for documenting research findings.
● Maintain organized notes and references.

Engage with the Community:
● Actively participate in discussions within chosen communities.
● Engage with experts and enthusiasts for real-time insights.

💡Must-read guide for writers: Content marketing differentiation strategy

Here’s the sneak peek:

https://contentmarketingvip.gumroad.com/l/Content-differentiation-guidebook


Final words
And that’s the wrap of content guidelines that you can use to train your content team.
Hope you’ll find it useful.

If you want to discuss SEO and content marketing or need help in scaling your SEO
growth?

Let’s connect on LinkedIn or learn my SEO approach.

— Sk Rafiqul Islam, SEO consultant and creator of Content Marketing VIP.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/iamrafiqul/
https://iamrafiqul.com/services/

